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ABSTRACT

The evolution of contributor behavior in peer production
communities over time has been a subject of substantial
interest in the social computing community. In this paper, we
extend this literature to the geographic domain, exploring
contribution behavior in OpenStreetMap using a
spatiotemporal lens. In doing so, we observe a geographic
version of a “born, not made” phenomenon: throughout their
lifespans, contributors are relatively consistent in the places
and types of places that they edit. We show how these “born,
not made” trends may help explain the urban and
socioeconomic coverage biases that have been observed in
OpenStreetMap. We also discuss how our findings can help
point towards solutions to these biases.
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Because of the importance of peer produced content and the
role of contributor autonomy in producing that content,
researchers have long sought to understand and model
contributor focus in various peer production contexts (e.g.
[6,14,31,33]). One common thread in this research involves
studying how contributor focus evolves over the lifespan of
a contributor (e.g. [2,31]). In other words, this research
examines contributor focus through a temporal lens.

INTRODUCTION

While a temporal lens is sufficient to understand contributor
evolution in many peer production contexts, in geographic
peer production – e.g. contributing to OpenStreetMap and
editing geotagged Wikipedia articles – a purely temporal
lens cannot detect another critical type of potential focus
evolution: that which unfolds spatially. For instance, while it
is useful to know that an OpenStreetMap contributor is
increasing her/his contribution rate, it is also important to
understand where and in which types of places the user is
contributing, and how this changes over time. Among other
applications, such knowledge can provide critical insight into
the troubling coverage biases that have been observed in peer
produced geographic datasets (e.g. on socioeconomic and
urban/rural lines [13,20,37]).

Peer production has been very successful as a model of
content production [3]. For instance, the peer produced
Wikipedia is consistently the fifth most-visited website
globally [1] and OpenStreetMap – the “Wikipedia of maps”
[8] – provides map data to Craigslist, Apple Maps, and others
[43]. Large peer produced datasets even play an essential role
as training data for many AI systems (e.g. [11,27]).

In this research, we extend the literature on temporal focus
evolution to geographic peer production with an exploratory
analysis that examines contributor focus with a
spatiotemporal lens. Our work uses OpenStreetMap – the
world’s largest peer produced geographic dataset – as a case
study and centers around two basic research questions
adapted from the temporal literature [31]. First, we ask:

Contributor choice is a fundamental characteristic of peer
production: contributor choice differentiates peer production
from other forms of crowdwork [3] and may even be
necessary for the success of the peer production content
generation model [3]. Indeed, the ethos of contributor
autonomy is so foundational in peer production that, for
instance, the introductory documentation of OpenStreetMap,
states that “anybody can enter anything she wishes” [29].

(RQ1) How does contributors’ geographic focus change
over time?
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To address this question, we operationalize four geographic
contribution metrics and explore if and how they change over
time. Overall, our results suggest that contributors are
broadly consistent in their geographic editing behavior over
the course of their contribution lifespan, although there are
some deviations from this trend. Further, the consistency is
of a particular nature: people tend to consistently edit in
relatively specific geographic areas.
These results recall the findings of one well-known GROUP
paper that examined contributor focus with a temporal lens,
finding that Wikipedia power editors have different editing
behavior than other users from day one of their editing
career, i.e. that power editors are “born, not made” [31]. In
our study, we observed this “born, not made” dynamic in a
very different peer production context: the geographic

editing behavior of OpenStreetMap editors (although we
observe a somewhat softer version of the dynamic).
Our spatiotemporal approach also advances understanding of
mechanisms behind a second (and concerning) trend that has
been observed in the literature: geographic biases in peer
production. In the face of peer production’s immense success
– which is predicated on the idea that “anyone can enter
anything she wishes” – recent research shows that urban and
wealthy areas receive better geographic coverage than rural
and less wealthy areas [20,26]. While prior work
characterizes these biases, few have studied their root causes.
Thus, our second research question asks:
(RQ2) Can the spatiotemporal evolution of contributors’
focus help to explain systemic coverage biases?
Our exploratory results suggest that most contributors are
“born” urban-focused and wealthier-focused and stay that
way. In other words, for most editors, the proportions of edits
in rural and poor areas are consistent and consistently low
across contribution lifespans. We also find that the few
editors who do consistently focus in rural and poorer regions
tend to have lower survival rates, exiting OpenStreetMap
sooner than their urban- and wealthier-focused counterparts
Our study makes four primary contributions:
•

•

•
•

We explore the geographic contribution behavior of
OpenStreetMap editors over time and observe that most
editors exhibit similar behavior across their entire
contribution lifespans. Thus, for many people, we find
evidence that geographic editing behavior is “born, not
made”.
We show how this consistent contribution behavior
applies also to the types of regions people edit. In other
words, we find some evidence that geographic biases
also are “born, not made”.
These focus biases are amplified by a survival bias –
people who focus in rural and high-poverty areas tend to
contribute for shorter periods of time.
While we did observe a small group of people who focus
primarily in rural or high-poverty areas, they produce
only a small portion of OpenStreetMap content.

RELATED WORK

Our work here builds primarily on prior work in three areas:
(1) peer production contributors’ geographic contribution
behavior, (2) temporal evolution of contributor behavior, and
(3) geographic biases in peer production. Below we situate
our work relative to each of these areas.
Contributors’ Geographic Patterns

The literature examining contributor geographic patterns
falls broadly into two categories: where contributors focus
and the geographic ranges of contributors’ work. Our
research extends these two categories of prior work by
considering the evolution of these types of geographic trends
over time. Below, we describe each category in more detail
and put each in the context of our work.

Where Contributors Focus

Several different studies have sought to understand and
characterize the geographic focus of contributors to peer
production platforms. For instance, Panciera et al. [30]
examined geographic trends in the Cyclopath platform, an
early bicycling-centered community. In particular, they
found that “Cyclopaths” (defined as the top 5% of
contributors) had geographically constrained contribution
regions, even within the relatively small area in which
Cyclopath operated. Zielstra et al. [40] described the
geographic extents of 13 OpenStreetMap contributors and
show a method of characterizing which contributions are a
part of a contributors’ ‘home location’, and which are not.
They found that the contribution ranges of these 13 people
do not generally exceed approximately 50 square kilometers.
Lieberman et al. [25] conducted a similar study, exploring
the geographic extent of Wikipedia editors’ contributions.
Geographic Ranges of Contribution

Hecht and Gergle [16] compared different ‘spatial content
production models’ for generating volunteered geographic
information [9] and found that Flickr contributions tended to
be much closer to a contributors’ ‘home location’ than was
the case with Wikipedia. Hardy et al. [15] considered
geographic contribution as a spatial interaction process,
using an exponential distance decay model for each language
edition. They found that anonymous edits to geotagged
Wikipedia articles decay exponentially as the contribution
location gets further form a contributor’s ‘home’. We return
to this idea of spatial interaction in the Discussion section.
Temporal Evolution of Contributor Behavior

Whereas the work described above focused on geographic
behavior, others have focused on the evolution of nongeographic peer production contributor behavior over time.
In one of the seminal studies in this space, Priedhorsky et al.
[33] took a temporal approach to understanding how value is
created in Wikipedia and by whom. Panciera et al. [31] built
on this paper with a study of ‘Wikipedian’ lifecycles and
found that ‘Wikipedians’ (the term they use to describe those
who contribute most of the Wikipedia content) begin
contributing at a high level and maintain this trend over time,
resulting in distinctive differences in contribution behavior
between different classes of users. In other words,
“Wikipedians are born, not made” [31]. As noted above, this
work strongly informs our study. One of the key takeaways
of our work is that this finding, which describes temporal
contribution levels in Wikipedia, also applies to
spatiotemporal contribution behavior in OpenStreetMap.
Panciera’s work also inspired the methodologies in this
paper: as described below, the spatiotemporal contributor
class-specific analyses are a direct analogue to the temporal
analyses done in Panciera et al.
Other work uses temporal evolution as a way to characterize
the status of a geographic region (versus focusing on
contributors and their behavior). One example of such a
study is work by Gröchenig et al [12], who computationally
estimated the ‘completeness’ of twelve urban areas, based on

identifying three temporal stages (‘start’, ‘growth’, and
‘saturation’), and modeling the development of a region
through these stages.

‘temporal’). We first provide a brief introduction to how
contributions occur in OpenStreetMap and then discuss each
of these three steps.

More recently, others have begun to explore what roles
contributors play in peer production communities, and how
that changes over time. Arazy et al. [2] described ‘career
paths’ of Wikipedia editors. Rehrl et al. [36] took a similar
approach, and considered the different roles that people have
in OpenStreetMap. Dittus et al. [6] explored the activation of
newcomers and reactivation of previously dormant
contributors during disaster events on Humanitarian
OpenStreetMap (HOT).

Introduction to Contribution in OpenStreetMap

Our study here is deeply informed by the work of Panciera et
al. [31], and the studies mentioned in the subsection above.
Whereas prior work has focused on understanding
geographic behavior or the temporal evolution of behavior,
our study sits at the intersection. A spatiotemporal lens helps
inform our understanding how contributors’ geographic
behavior evolves, and how this may impact the geographic
variations seen in OpenStreetMap.
Geographic Biases in Peer Production

Geographic coverage biases in peer produced datasets have
become a subject of relatively substantial research interest in
recent years. For instance, Sen et al. [37] found that most
content in some parts of the world (e.g. sub-Saharan Africa)
is not produced by people from those parts of the world, but
instead by Westerners. Other work shows that these biases
manifest along two important human geography variables:
the urban/rural divide, and socioeconomic status variation.
As one example, Johnson et al. [20] found that the quality of
Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap content is much greater in
urban areas than in rural areas, a result that informs key
analyses below. Haklay [13] found a similar result when
considering socioeconomic status as well – the quality of
OpenStreetMap data is much better in wealthier regions.
Informed by these (and other ‘geographic HCI’ [18,21,26])
studies, we focus one of our research questions on these two
specific dimensions (we discuss this in more detail below).
Prior work in this area has quantified and shown the
existence of these geographic biases in peer produced
datasets, but little work has been done to understand the
mechanisms behind these biases. As mentioned above, our
work takes a spatiotemporal approach, at the intersection
between studies of temporal contributor behavior and those
characterizing the geographic behavior of contributors. For
this reason, our work is well-situated to shed light on how
the temporal evolution of geographic behavior may (or may
not) facilitate the geographic biases that others have found.
METHODS

To study the spatiotemporal evolution of contributors in
OpenStreetMap, we needed to (1) develop our
OpenStreetMap dataset, (2) define geographic variables of
interest (i.e. the ‘spatio’ in spatiotemporal), and (3)
characterize these variables of interest over time (i.e. the

Where Wikipedia editors help create articles,
OpenStreetMap contributors help create a worldwide map
(or, more formally, a worldwide spatial database). OSM
contributions either add or annotate geographic entities, e.g.
bus stops, roads, buildings or even logical collections of
buildings like a university. Nodes (points) are the simplest
geometric unit in OSM, and they may stand alone (e.g. a bus
stop), or they may comprise other types of geometries,
namely ‘ways’ (e.g. roads or buildings) and ‘relations’ (e.g.
a university). Early in the life of OpenStreetMap,
contributions depended heavily on “GPS traces” recorded as
contributors moved about the world. However, it is now
much more common to trace new entities from satellite
imagery using a web-based tool [44].
Similar to Wikipedia, OpenStreetMap records a “version
history” for each map entity. For instance, when the node for
a bus stop is first created, it will be version 1. If the location
is adjusted later, the version will be incremented to 2. If the
bus stop is then annotated with the available bus lines, the
version would be incremented again.
Dataset

Our dataset focuses on OpenStreetMap nodes (points) and
consists of the full, versioned history of OpenStreetMap,
through February 2014. Because ways and relations are
made up of nodes, nodes define the underlying geometry of
contributions. For this reason, we limit our analysis to OSM
nodes (we discuss implications for ways and relations later).
We limit our study site to the continental United States so
that we can take advantage of readily-available government
census data published by the U.S. Census – a common
practice in geographic human-computer interaction studies
(e.g. [17,18,20,21,26,39]). Because a key contribution of this
work is developing an understanding of urban-rural and
socioeconomic biases, it was necessary to ensure that there
would be “urbanness” and socioeconomic census variables
for our study site. We discuss how our work may extend to
other geographic contexts in our Discussion section below.
From the broad OSM dataset, we first extracted all nodes in
the continental United States, including every version of
every node. We then excluded nodes created in an automated
manner (e.g. large imported road datasets and bot-created
geometries) using the technique in Johnson et al. [20]. Since
we were interested in spatiotemporal trends, we excluded
nodes created by people with fewer than five contributions
out of sparsity concerns that we discuss in more detail below.
Finally, we used a standard reverse geocoding approach to
associate each node with the United States county that
contains it. In total, we considered more than 28 million
(28,021,802) contributions by 23,329 contributors.

Because contribution rates are so skewed in peer produced
datasets (i.e. power-law dynamics [31,33]) and informed by
Panciera et al. [31], we organize our analysis around three
classes of contributors, defined by the number of edits they
made:
•
•
•

1%ers: The 1% of contributors that produce the most
content. In total, “1%ers” contribute 68% of all
OpenStreetMap nodes.
9%ers: The “middle” 9% of contributors, i.e. those
between the 1%ers and the 90%ers. “9%ers” produce
27% of OpenStreetMap content;
90%ers: The bottom 90% of contributors. They produce
only 11% of OpenStreetMap content.

Note that the percentages above refer to statistics once
contributors with fewer than five edits have been removed
(these contributors made only 0.07% of edits in total).
Geographic Variables of Interest

We operationalize four geographic variables using our
historical dataset of human-generated nodes in the United
States. These variables were selected because they had one
of two properties: (1) they (or close variants) had been
employed in non-temporal characterizations of geographic
contributor focus, or (2) they are metrics related to observed
geographic biases in peer produced geographic data. Our
first two variables meet the first property and describe the
geometric characteristics of contributors: (1) their
geographic ranges [40] and (2) where they focus [25]. Our
second two variables meet the second property and capture
the (1) urbanness [5,18,20,21,34] and (2) socioeconomic
status [5,13,35,39] of where people contribute. Below, we
detail each of our four variables in turn.
Geometric Variables

std_dist: Standard distance is a common point-pattern
analysis metric of geographic dispersion. std_dist is
analogous to a standard deviation; it represents the geometric
spread of a set of points relative to the geometric center of
the set. Specifically, a std_dist describes the radius of a circle
around the mean center point. Like a standard deviation, 68%
of the points fall within this circle.
For our analysis, we computed the std_dist for each
contributor simply by finding the mean center point of their
contributions and then computing their dispersion. Prior to
making this calculation, we projected all data points into a
2D reference system using the Albers’ Equal Area Conic
projection.
plurality_focus: While our std_dist variable describes the
spatial distributions of people’s contributions, our
plurality_focus variable describes the actual locations where
people focus. Each contributor’s plurality_focus county is
simply the county in which a plurality of their contributions
were made (i.e., the mode). Prior work in geographic HCI
[22] often uses this approach to attribute the “home region”
of a contributor, but here we interpret “plurality county”

more conservatively: we just take it as the region where a
contributor has focused their contributions.
Human Geography Variables

Our next two variables focus on human geography and
describe the kinds of places people contribute. In other
words, while our first two variables describe the locations
and geographic spread of contributions, the next two
describe characteristics of the people who live in the
contribution locations. Specifically, we define variables that
describe the biases shown in prior literature: ruralness and
poverty. Based on the county associated with each node, we
label each contribution with: (1) a county urbanness class
(from the National Center for Health Statistics’ Urban-Rural
Classification Scheme [28]), and (2) the percent of the
county’s population that is in poverty (from the US Census’
American Community Survey [4]).
With these labels in place, we compute two variables for each
contributor:
pct_rural: This variable describes the percent of a person’s
contributions that occurred in counties with urbanness
classes 5 and 6 (the two nonmetropolitan classes in the
classification scheme mentioned above). In Florida, for
example, Miami-Dade County (where the city of Miami is
located) is a 1 on this urbanness scale, whereas Monroe and
Hamilton Counties (near the border with the state of Georgia,
approximately halfway between the cities of Jacksonville
and Tallahassee) are urbanness classes 5 and 6.
pct_high_poverty: This variable describes the percent of a
person’s contributions that occurred in ‘high-poverty’
counties, where at least 20% of the population is in poverty.
We base this variable on the definition of ‘high-poverty’
provided by the United States Census American Community
Survey [4]. For example, Webb County in Texas is a highpoverty county. Webb County is home to Laredo, Texas –
one of the largest cities on the United States-Mexico border
– and has an average per-capita income of approximately
$10,000 (approximately $2,000 below the US poverty line in
2015).
Temporal Units of Analysis

Each of our four variables are a descriptive summary of the
geography of contributors’ focus, but they are not temporal.
To understand how these geographic summaries change, we
temporally group each person’s contributions into quarters
(Jan. 1 - Mar. 31st, April 1 - June 30, July 1 - Sept. 30, and
Oct. 1 - Dec. 31). We selected three-month periods to ensure
that (a) there would be sufficient data in each period, and (b)
the temporal periods were granular enough to analyze the
evolution of contributors’ behaviors over time. For each
contributor-quarter, we computed our four geographic
variables. As we noted above, we excluded contributors with
fewer than five contributions to avoid drawing conclusions
from excessively small samples.
Figure 1 shows a histogram of the number of quarters that
people participate in OpenStreetMap. Most people (71%)

may suggest that 1%ers and 9%ers increase their average
std_dist over their lifespan. However, a closer inspection of
the quarterly confidence intervals shows that these changes
in means are not meaningfully different from one quarter to
the next; the confidence intervals are highly overlapping. By
contrast, we do see a meaningful uptick in 90%ers standard
distances as their lifespan increases. Note that this figure
does not show quarters that exceed the 90th percentile of
participation length, because the number of contributors
becomes very small.
Although the 95% confidence interval ranges in Figure 2
look small and stable over time, we wanted to ensure that
individual contributors do not substantially vary their
std_dists over time within their group ranges. The potential
for this outcome is most salient for 1%ers for two primary
reasons: (1) 1%ers contribute most of the content in
OpenStreetMap so their geographic behavior has a
substantial impact, and (2) in Figure 2, 1%ers show the
largest confidence interval ranges, conceivably allowing for
more individual variation.
Figure 1: A histogram of contributors who participate for
each number of quarters.

participate in only one quarter. These contributors are (a)
predominantly 90%ers, and (b) account for only about 4% of
the total edits in our dataset. 1%ers participate for a median
of thirteen quarters, 9%ers for a median of five quarters, and
90%ers for a median of two quarters. We discuss the
implications of these medians below.
RESULTS

We use our two main research questions to frame the
presentation of our results. As we previewed, we generally
find that most people are quite consistent throughout their
contribution lifespans – contributors’ geographic behavior
tends to be ‘born, not made’. Since this is exploratory work,
we approach both research questions by identifying and
characterizing the general trends in the data. We also
highlight important deviations from those trends. We now
discuss the results for each of our research questions in turn.

To address this question, we did a targeted analysis of 1%ers
to evaluate their consistency over time, the results of which
are visible in Figure 3. The figure plots each individual
1%ers’ std_dist distribution, showing the median and
interquartile range (IQR) of their std_dist in each quarter.
The IQR is the distance between the 25th and 75th
percentiles of a distribution, or the width of the middle 50%
of std_dist values here. Individuals are ranked by IQR in
increasing order along the x-axis. Critically, shorter lines
(smaller IQRs) indicate a higher degree of ‘born, not made’
behavior with regard to standard distances
The large number of small green bars in Figure 3 confirms
that most 1%ers exhibit ‘born, not made’ std_dist patterns,
i.e. their geographic ranges are largely consistent in every
quarter. Figure 3 also reveals that the higher variance we see
in Figure 2 is primarily the result of a minority of 1%ers who
do not display ‘born, not made’ std_dist patterns. This non-

RQ1: How does contributors’ geographic focus change
over time?

The spatiotemporal trends in our std_dist and plurality_focus
variables tell a relatively clear story: most contributors and
contribution groups tend to have consistent geographic
ranges and focus areas. In other words, most (though not all)
contributors’ geographic focus behavior is ‘born, not made’.
We now unpack these findings in more detail.
std_dist: Figure 2, which visualizes contributors’ quarterly
geographic ranges over time as defined by std_dist, shows a
relatively clear trend: contributor groups have meaningfully
distinct standard distances, and these distinctions are mostly
consistent over time. Along the y-axis in Figure 2 –
following the method used by Panciera et al. [31] – we plot
the mean and 95% confidence interval in each quarter. We
find that 1%ers’ and 9%ers’ average standard distances do
not meaningfully vary over time. At first glance, Figure 2

Figure 2: Mean std_dist over time, by user class. Error bars
show 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 3: Distributions of each individual 1%ers’ std_dist. Dots indicate medians, and lines indicate IQR (interquartile range).

trivial minority exhibits different geographic range patterns
across quarters.
It is important to note that the IQR values in Figure 3 do not
appear to be strongly driven by the number of quarters in
which a contributor participates. For instance, a 1%er’s
std_dist IQR and the number of quarters they participate are
only weakly correlated (Pearson’s r=0.2).
plurality_focus: While std_dist characterizes the geographic
dispersion of contributor edits, it does not capture where
contributors focus. For this, we use plurality_focus.
Figure 4 plots the median number of unique plurality_focus
counties over time. Each solid line represents a user class,
truncated at the 90th percentile of participation length. The
dashed line shows what would occur if the median
contributor had a new plurality_focus county every quarter.
Figure 4 makes one trend clear: while the median contributor
does increase the number of counties in which they focus
over time, this increase is gradual and substantially less than

Figure 4: Plots the growth of unique plurality_focus counties
over time. Each color is a different user class, and the dashed
line represents a new plurality_focus county every quarter.

would be the case if the median contributor focused in new
areas each quarter. Intuitively, the median contributor tends
to be fairly consistent in where they focus, returning to the
same few counties over time. For instance, the median 90%er
participates for two quarters, but has a single plurality_focus
county on average. The median 9%er participates for five
quarters, and this contributor has only three unique
plurality_focus counties on average. Strikingly, the median
1%er participates for 13 quarters (more than 3 years), and on
average has five unique plurality_focus counties.
RQ2: Can the spatiotemporal evolution of contributors’
focus facilitate systemic coverage biases?

We now turn to our second research question, which. uses
the pct_rural and pct_high_poverty variables to investigate
patterns in geographic behavior concerning kinds of places
(e.g. poor vs. rich) rather than specific places (i.e. individual
counties). We highlight the general trends in these variables
as well as impotant deviations from the trends.
Overall Trends

Figure 5 (pct_rural) shows the mean rate of contributions in
counties classified as 5 or 6 on the National Center for Health
Statistics urbanness scale. Figure 6 (pct_high_poverty)
shows the mean rate of contributions in counties designated
as ‘high-poverty’, according to the US Census. As before,
these plots show the 90th percentile number of participation
quarters. In both cases, the means of these distributions
remain consistent across time for all three user classes,
suggesting that most people consistently contribute a
relatively small proportion of their edits in rural and poor
counties. Even 1%ers, who have the largest standard distance
(and thus contribute across larger distances) make less than
one fifth of their contributions in rural areas on average, and
even fewer in high-poverty areas (and do so consistently
across their lifespans).
As before, while the community-level trends are consistent
over time, we also wanted to check whether these trends hold
at the idividual level. We again focused on 1%ers, who have
the widest confidence intervals in Figures 5 and 6 and who
contribute the most edits. Figures 7 and 8 confirm that the
majority of 1%ers tend to be quite individually consistent,
having persistently low individual median pct_rural and
pct_high_poverty values. The median pct_rural IQR is 0.11

and the median pct_high_poverty IQR is 0.02, both of which
are quite small (on a scale from 0 to 1) 1. Moreover, the small
variation is centered on mostly urban and mostly-non-poor
regions, as can be seen by the tendency of the green lines in
Figures 7 and 8 to be at the bottom of the y-axis.
The results in Figures 7 and 8 indicate that there is a strong
‘born, not made’ signal in our pct_high_poverty and
pct_rural variables. In other words, geographic biases may

Figure 5: Mean pct_rural over time, by user class. Error bars
show 95% confidence intervals.

be “born, not made’. If contributors start by contributing the
large mjaority of their content in urban areas, this trend
typically will persist for their entire time in OpenStreetMap.
Our pct_high_poverty variable shows the same result – most
contributors (a) do not contribute much content in highpoverty areas, and (b) maintain this trend over time.

Figure 6: Mean pct_high_poverty over time, by user class. Error
bars show 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 7: Distributions of each individual 1%ers’ pct_rural values. The dot indicates the median, and the line indicates their
interquartile range.

Figure 8: Distributions of each individual 1%ers’ pct_high_poverty values. The dot indicates the median, and the line indicates their
interquartile range.

1

As was the case above with std_dist, we see very weak correlation between
the number of quarters a 1%er spends in OpenStreetMap and their IQR
(Pearson’s r = 0.09 and 0.06 for pct_rural and pct_high_poverty,
respectively).

Contextualizing pct_rural and pct_high_poverty values

To put our pct_rural and pct_high_poverty results into
context, we now consider three dimensions against which to
compare these results. Specifically we ask if the pct_rural
and pct_high_poverty findings in Figures 5-8 are
proportional to what would be expected given (1) the
population of these counties, (2) the number of rural or highpoverty counties themselves, or (3) the number of
contributors focusing in rural or high-poverty areas.
With regard to county population, according to the United
States Census [28], nearly 15% of the US population lives in
rural areas, and approximately 14% live in high-poverty
areas. Comparing these numbers against Figures 5 and 6
suggests that the average rate of rural contribution is actually
proportional to the population rate in these counties.
However, this is not true for our pct_high_poverty variable.
The average rate of contribution in high-poverty areas is
approximately 10%, indicating that high-poverty counties
are underrepresented across the board.
Another option to consider is whether these pct_rural or
pct_high_poverty rates are proportional to the number of
counties that are rural or high-poverty counties, i.e. maybe
there are just fewer of these counties. 63% of counties are
rural (have urbanness classes 5 or 6), and 24% of counties
are high-poverty (at least 20% of their population is in
poverty). Comparing these numbers to the median pct_rural
or pct_high_poverty rates shown in Figures 5 and 6, the
conclusion is clear: in terms of the number of counties, OSM
contributors in all user classes are undercovering rural and
high-poverty counties. While there may be fewer people in
many of these counties, these counties still have road
networks, natural features like lakes and rivers, and many
other entities that are not directly correlated with population
[19].and that typically are mapped in OpenStreetMap.
A third consideration is whether the number of contributors
focusing in rural or high-poverty counties is proportoinal to
the population of these regions. One important reason to
consider this dimension is the effect it may have on content
quality. Prior work has shown that people who focus near
where they live produce more diverse [40], richer [20], and
higher quality [7] content. Unfortunately, Figures 7 and 8
suggest concerning trends here too. As noted above, 15% of
the US population live in rural areas, and 14% live in highpoverty areas. However, Figures 7 and suggest substantially
fewer 1%ers focus in rural or high-poverty areas – very few
have medians near the top of the y-axis.
Thus far, our results suggest that most contributors – across
all user classes – are consistent across time, and contribute in
consistently urban and wealthier areas. Further still, rural and
high-poverty areas are disproportionately undercovered in
comparison to (a) the number of rural and high-poverty
counties, and (b) the number of contributors who focus in
these areas. Taken together, our results suggest that (a) where
contributors focus, (b) the kinds of places they focus in, and

(c) the consistency with which this occurs all contribute to
the geographic coverage biases shown in prior literature.
Additional Mechanisms of Bias

We noted above that 1%ers participate for the longest period
of time, which creates a secondary mechanism facilitating
bias – longevity bias. Specifically, people who participate
longer contribute longer and because of ‘born, not made’
trends, contribute in the same places (and kinds of places)
longer.
While this trend is intuitive when comparing 1%ers and
90%ers (after all, 1%ers produce most of the content), we
wanted to understand how a longevity bias might facilitate
socioeconomic and urbanness focus biases. Therefore, we
split contributors into two groups, those who tend to be ruralfocused (have a median pct_rural of at least 50%), and those
who tend to be urban-focused (have a median pct_rural
below 50%). We computed how long each contributor
participated, and compared the urban-focused and ruralfocused groups. Examining the means of these groups
(urban-focused: 1.9 quarters, rural-focused: 1.65 quarters)
suggests that urban-focused contributors participate longer,
on average. Due to a skewed distribution, we conducted a
Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test which found significant
differences between the two groups (z=2.67, p < 0.01). We
ran the same analysis for our pct_high_poverty contributors.
Again, the means (non-high-poverty focused: 1.9 quarters,
high-poverty focused: 1.55 quarters) suggest that highpoverty focused contributors participate longer, on average.
A Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test also found significant
differences between the two groups (z=4.81, p < 0.001).
While these findings are not causal – and future work should
examine predictors of retention in OSM – they do potentially
have implications for the evolution of bias in OSM.
Specifically, these results suggest that the bias in where
people focus is perpetuated by who remains a contributor.
Most people, across all user classes, consistently contribute
small amounts of content in rural and high-poverty areas
over the course of their time in OSM. People who do focus
in rural and high-poverty areas stop contributing earlier than
people who focus in more urban, or wealthier areas. This
finding potentially has important implications for improving
coverage in rural and high-poverty areas, something to which
we return in the Discussion section.
Deviations from Trend

Faced with results that suggest that most people consistently
contribute in urban and non-high-poverty areas, we sought to
better understand contributors who do primarily focus in
rural and/or high-poverty areas and the contributions that
they make. What we found aligns strongly with what is
shown in Figures 7 and 8. The majority of rural and highpoverty content is not contributed by consistently rural or
consistently high-poverty contributors. Figures 7 and 8
indicate that relatively few 1%ers have high median
pct_rural and pct_high_poverty values, and that many of
those who do also tend to have wider IQRs, indicating that

they are less consistent over time in terms of the types of
places they edit than the median 1%er.
To understand these rural and high-poverty focused
contributors in more detail, we use the same metric as above:
if a contributors’ median pct_rural and median
pct_high_poverty are at least 50%, we consider them ruralfocused and high-poverty-focused, respectively.
Beginning with rural-focused contributors, we found that
3,126 people tend to contribute in rural areas, and as a group
contribute less than 40% of content in rural areas. There are
27 rural-focused 1%ers (those nearer the top of the Y axis in
Figure 7), 315 rural-focused 9%ers, and the rest (2,748) are
90%ers. They account for 25%, 11%, and 2% of rural
content, respectively (totaling 38% of rural content).
Because 1%ers contribute most of the content in
OpenStreetMap, we have mapped the plurality focus
counties for the seven most prolific rural-focused 1%ers in
Figure 9. We selected only the seven most prolific to aid in
map legibility [41].
There are two primary trends in Figure 9: (1) people who
contribute in national parks (and national forests), and (2)
people who contribute regionally. With respect to the
national parks, (a) prior studies have shown that vacation
destinations are common locations for VGI contribution
[32], and (b) very few people live in counties with national
parks. What this suggests is that some of the participants who
we termed rural-focused may instead be ‘national parkfocused’, with national parks serving huge numbers of urban
visitors. The second pattern in Figure 9 involves regional
contributors. To take one example, consider the person
contributing in northern Maine (in the upper northeast corner
of Figure 9). This area is very sparsely populated, and yet a
single, consistently rural 1%er contributes most their
content, over multiple quarters, in those counties. Both
groups have implications for recruitment in peer production
communities, which we discuss further below.
Turning to high-poverty contributions (Figure 10), the trend
we observed for rural areas is even more severe. We found
that 2,014 people consistently contribute in high-poverty
areas, and as a group contribute slightly more than one-fourth

Figure 9: All counties for rural focused 1%ers.

of the content in high-poverty areas. There are 11 highpoverty-focused 1%ers (those nearer the top of the Y axis in
Figure 8), 126 high-poverty-focused 9%ers, and the rest
(1,877) are 90%ers. They contribute 16%, 8%, and 2% of
high-poverty content, respectively (totaling 26% of highpoverty content). We have mapped the plurality focus
counties for the seven most prolific high-poverty focused
1%ers in Figure 10. We again selected only the seven most
prolific to aid in map legibility.
The contributors in Figure 10 show similar trends to those in
Figure 9: many of the counties shown contain national parks
and forests and a few are contributors who contribute
regionally. One example of the first trend is the large teal
section in the southwestern section of the map (the area
surrounding the Grand Canyon). The counties that contain
the Grand Canyon also contain the Navajo Indian
Reservation, one of the five most impoverished reservations
in the United States [42]. This lends further credence to the
idea that some contributors focus in natural parks, and it is
likely that these contributors are not contributing in the very
impoverished parts of this region. However, there are some
contributors who are consistently focused in high-poverty
areas. For example, consider Sierra County, New Mexico
(reddish), also in the southwestern corner of the map. The
person primarily contributing here is focused on highpoverty counties. Residents of Sierra County tend to be quite
poor, with a median household income of $25,583, and a percapita income of $16,667. Another example of a highpoverty area is the more northern county in Texas (pink,
central southern section of the map) – Webb County, Texas.
Webb County is home to Laredo, the third largest city on the
Mexico-United States border. The median household income
in Webb County is $28,100, and the per-capita income is
$10,179. As before, both examples suggest implications for
recruitment that we discuss below.
DISCUSSION

In this section, we step up a level and discuss the implications
of our findings more broadly. This section follows the same
structure as the results section. Specifically, we first discuss
what our findings mean for our understanding of contributor
behavior in peer production systems. Second, we discuss

Figure 10: All counties for high poverty focused 1%ers.

what our findings suggest for the mitigation of urban and
socioeconomic coverage biases in peer production systems.
Implications for Peer Production
Standard Distance and Spatial Interaction Behavior

Closely related to our std_dist variable is a concept from
geography called spatial interaction [23,24,38], which is
used to describe ‘flow’ between regions, e.g., of physical
goods [23,24] or people [38]. This process often is modeled
with gravity models and characterizes, e.g., the rate at which
travel between regions changes as a function of distance and
attributes of the regions. The ‘cost of distance’ aspect of
these models is particularly relevant to our findings here.
We find that different classes of contributors (e.g. 1%ers vs.
90%ers) have consistently distinct sizes of geographic range,
which presents an important opportunity for future work.
Intuitively, these findings suggest that different contributor
classes interact consistently differently across distance. Prior
“GeoHCI” [17] work using gravity models has not accounted
for contributor class, but doing so may provide for better
understanding of the mechanisms behind spatial content
production. This may also help support predictions about
which areas would receive contributions if, for instance, a
concerted recruiting effort were made in rural areas (as is
discussed in more detail below).
Mitigating Coverage Biases

Our results suggest that ‘born, not made’ dynamics may
naturally facilitate the creation of geographic coverage
biases, which are in part enabled by who remains a
contributor over time. We next reflect on how our results
suggests mechanisms for reducing these biases.
Existing Consistently Rural or High-poverty Contributors

The first intuitive approach to mitigating biases is to examine
those participants who do consistently focus in rural and
high-poverty areas. After all, these participants are
contributing a non-trivial amount of content in rural and
high-poverty areas already. As noted above, our results
suggest that there are two trends in where these rural-focused
or high-poverty-focused 1%ers contribute: national parks
and regional areas.
National Parks: Leveraging existing contributors who focus
in the counties that contain national parks and forests to
address poverty or urban/rural bias is likely to be difficult.
Prior work suggests that vacation destinations are common
locations for geographic contributions [32], and that people
tend to be more aware of the geography in places with which
they are familiar [10]. Thus, it is likely that the contributors
who focus in counties that contain national parks are not
producing content in the rural or high-poverty sections of
those counties (although investigating this hypothesis in
detail is a good targeted direction of future work).
Regional Focus: The other group of rural- or high-povertyfocused 1%ers, however, may be more promising. These
contributors already are focusing their effort in rural or highpoverty areas. We see two implications for design here. The

first is simple: find ways to keep these contributors in the
community! Our results suggest that the longevity of these
contributors in OpenStreetMap is less than their peers, and
targeting this issue would be one immediate and effective
partial solution to coverage biases. Second, our results
suggest that targeted recruitment of regionally-focused
1%ers in low-coverage areas could be effective.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we took an exploratory approach to
understanding contributor behavior. Our results outline
important specific hypotheses that should be investigated
using more formal quantitative approaches (e.g. targeted
hypothesis testing). Future work might also consider deeper
qualitative approaches that would help shed light on why
contributors choose to focus in the areas they do.
We limited this study to the contiguous United States, but
examining different study sites would be valuable. For
instance, it may be the coverage biases in different parts of
the world (e.g. China [20]) are connected to different
spatiotemporal focus patterns.
While the atomic unit of our study – the OpenStreetMap
node – captures most editing behavior in OpenStreetMap, it
does not capture all editing behavior, e.g. edits that added a
tag to other OSM geometries (ways or relations). We also
focused on human contributor behavior here and excluded
automated edits. Future work should directly examine
automation behavior in OpenStreetMap, as this may provide
useful insight into mitigating coverage biases.
Both our plurality_focus and our std_dist metrics build a
measure of central tendency (mode and mean center,
respectively). We rely on plurality_focus because it is a
common approach for this purpose, and makes no
assumptions about the ‘normality’ of a distribution
(analogous to using the mode vs. the mean). Future work
should consider similarities and differences between these
metrics, and alternative approaches to characterizing where
people primarily focus their contributions (e.g. [22]).
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we performed the first examination of the
spatiotemporal behavior of contributors to geographic peer
production communities. We observed that contributors’
spatiotemporal behavior is generally consistent throughout
their contribution lifespans, both with respect to the
geometric structure of contributions and with respect to the
types of places to which contributions are made (e.g. urban
places vs. rural places). In other words, we saw evidence that
there is a strong (but not omnipresent) ‘born, not made’
tendency in spatiotemporal peer production behavior. More
generally, this work sheds light on some of the mechanisms
by which the coverage (and coverage biases) of peer
produced geographic datasets may occur.
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